This paper describes a new algorithm for automatically reverseengineering symbolic analytical models of dynamical systems directly from experimental observations, for the purpose of modeling, control and exploratory analysis. The new algorithm builds on genetic programming techniques used in symbolic regression to infer differential equations from time series data. We introduce the core algorithm for building coherent mathematical models efficiently and then describe its application to system identification. The method is demonstrated on a number of nonlinear mechanical and biological systems.
INTRODUCTION
Many branches of science and engineering represent dynamical systems mathematically as sets of differential equations derived laboriously from basic principles and through experimentation. Until recently, deriving such models has relied on human interpretation or simply fitting data to existing models. In contrast, system identification methods can be used to generate models of a dynamical system automatically from observations. Most system identification methods today are limited to linear systems, or to some classes of nonlinear systems provided the underlying model is known a-priori. Nonparametric methods such as Neural Networks can model nonlinear systems without a preconceived model, but provide little insight into the target system's internal structure. There is a growing need for methods that will be able to generate symbolic models of nonlinear systems without relying heavily on prior knowledge.
Our method uses genetic programming to assemble the exact differential equations that describe an unknown system from scratch [1] [2] [3] . We represent differential equations as an acyclic graph of primitive operations -such as abs, exp, and log, or binary operations such as add, mult, and div. The leaves of the graph can represent state-variables of the system or parameter coefficients. We then evolve initially random equations -mutating, recombining, and selecting the best fit equations -until a dominant equation emerges explaining all significant variation in the observed data.
Our algorithm scales favorably into significantly higherorder systems and higher-complexity equations than previous research by coevolving lightweight fitness approximations [3] . These approximations adapt to the current population of differential equations in order to predict how well future solutions will explain the data. While these approximations accelerate learning, our results show they also emphasize nonlinear features of the system and mediate solution bloatbiasing the equations to explain basic features before proposing higher-order terms. In ongoing research, we are exploring modeling stochastic systems where manual methods to model and control are most overwhelmed [4] .
In the following sections, we provide an overview of our system identification method and describe its adaptation to inferring dynamical systems. We then show new results on a number of classical nonlinear mechanical and biological systems and discuss further applications.
SYMBOLIC REGRESSION
Symbolic regression is the problem of identifying the analytical mathematical equation of a hidden system from experimental data [5] [6] [7] [8] . Unlike polynomial regression or related machine learning methods that also fit data, symbolic regression is a system identification method, which explicates behavior. Symbolic regression is closely related to general machine learning problems however, it remains an open-ended and discrete problem that cannot be solved greedily.
Symbolic regression uses genetic programming -a widely studied class of algorithms inspired by biological evolution -to evolve (compete) algebraic expressions to explain experimental data [8] . Unlike polynomial regression or neural networks which can also fit data, symbolic regression searches functionspace to explain experimental observations by incrementally composing basic algebraic building blocks into increasingly larger equations, with the aim to formulate simpler (e.g. fewer parameters) or more natural expressions (robust to perturbations) that are more likely to correspond to the underlying intrinsic system behavior mechanisms.
Genetic programming is an evolutionary algorithm inspired by biological evolution where populations of candidate solutions compete to solve a problem [8] . In a traditional genetic program, an initially random population of solutions evolves iteratively to maximize some fitness objective -for example, model experimental data with the lowest squared error. Solutions with the highest fitness persist in the population to recombine (genetic crossover) and mutate to replace less fit individuals. Symbolic regression evolves populations of algebraic expressions in a similar fashion.
Fitness Prediction
The fitness objective of a symbolic regression solution is to minimize error on the training set [7, [9] [10] [11] . There are many ways to measure the error such as squared error, absolute error, log error, etc. Though the choice is not critical to the optimal solution, different metrics work better on different problems. For experiments in this paper, we use the mean absolute error for fitness measurement:
where s is a candidate solution (an algebraic expression), x i and y i are training data input and outputs, and N is the total number of training examples in training data set.
Fitness prediction is a new technique to measure how well different mathematical expressions explain experimental data more efficiently and to mediate the pressure to fit multiple aspects of the data [1, 3] . In past research, algorithms have used all available data at once to evaluate the fit. However, this metric can be overly stringent -inhibiting solutions from building intermediate expressions needed for the final model. Fitness predictors only measure fit on a small subset of the data. This allows the algorithm to search solutions faster and build intermediate expressions more easily. However, the data subset is not static: Predictors co-adapt with the solutions to maintain an accurate metric for the fit to the entire data set, so that solutions still move toward a complete model.
The fitness predictor is encoded as a small array of indexes to the full training data set. Each index in the predictor's array is free to reference any points in the training data examples and can repeatedly sample point if it likes (thus emphasizing particular features). The predicted fitness is calculated as:
where s is a candidate solution (algebraic expression), x i and y i are training data inputs and outputs in the training dataset indexed by the predictor, and n is the number of samples in the predictor.
Mutation in the fitness predictor can randomize an index in its array to index a different training point. An example point mutation would be { 1, 41, 53, 92 } changing to {1, 78, 53, 92 }, where the sample 41 switched to 78.
Crossover exchanges the samples of two parent fitness The right pane shows the total average bloat averaged over 500 randomly generated expressions. Error bars show the standard error.
predictors. For our purpose, we use a single point crossover. A random crossover point c is chosen, the first c indexes are copied from the first parent and the remaining indexes are set from the second parent.
Reducing Function Bloat
A challenging problem in many genetic programming domains is dealing with bloat. Bloated solutions are those that are excessively complicated. In relation to machine learning, bloat can be thought of as "overfitting", in which solutions evolve complex structures that do not exist in the real system.
Bloat can also be problematic in symbolic regression. Figure 1 shows the size of the best solution during evolution on the benchmark function y=e |x| sin(2x) averaged over 100 test runs. The benchmark function is a very simple nonlinear target function that has two difficult local optima. This is a good first example because the local optima may be cause for extra bloat during evolution. Later we compare bloat on randomly generated functions.
On average, fitness prediction maintains significantly less complex solutions during evolution than the algorithm using exact fitness calculations. The exact fitness solutions balloon near 5000 generations while fitness prediction experiences solution sizes that are both lower and more consistent.
To get an idea if this could be a general trend, we compared solution sizes of both algorithms on randomly generated target functions where both algorithms are allowed to fully converge. The right pane of Figure 1 shows the bloat of final solutions of both algorithms on 500 randomly generated target functions.
Fitness prediction yields less bloated solutions on average for randomly generated functions. Here we define bloat as the solution size minus the target function size. Each algorithm is tested on the same target functions and only target functions in which both algorithms converged are considered. Note that bloat reduction can also improve computational performance per point evaluation, since smaller expressions can be evaluated faster.
Comparison to Previously Published Methods
In this section, we compare the fitness prediction algorithm with four recently published symbolic regression techniques: Stepwise Adaptive Weights (SAW) [10] , Grammar Guided Genetic Programming (GGGP) [7] , Tree-Adjunct Grammar Guided Genetic Programming (TAG3P) [7] , Coevolution with Tractable Shared Fitness [9] , Distinction Fitness [9] , and random sampling [9] .
We compare computational performance based on point evaluations, defined by the total number of times the output of any symbolic expression is evaluated. The fitness prediction algorithm is stopped based on the number of point evaluations that the compared algorithm made during each experiment. In the compared algorithms, we assume that each individual's fitness is measured every generation. Likewise, we force the fitness prediction algorithm to calculate fitness for every generation, even though different selection algorithms do not require it. The maximum number of evaluations before convergence for 100 test runs Many of these experiments were carried out on simple functions but are stopped at a very low number of point evaluations. Thus, finding the target function quickly is the highest priority. The cosine identity and the Gaussian function experiments are noticeably more challenging to regress based on parameters specific to these experiments.
Qualitative improvements in Table I are shown in bold text. The fitness prediction algorithm has slightly higher convergence than the PSAW and GGGP algorithms on polynomial problems. The TAG3P algorithm performs the best on simple polynomials; however, there is a qualitative difference when applied to a harder problem: regressing the double angle cosine identity. Fitness prediction makes a 40% improvement in convergence for the trigonometric identity experiment. The comparison with coevolved tractable, shared, and random sampling algorithms show fitness prediction can make substantial improvements in regressing a Gaussian function, traditionally a very challenging problem for symbolic regression in which over 90% of the data points are past the fringe [9] .
INFERRING DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS
One form of a mathematical description of a physical or biological system is a set of ordinary differential equations (ODEs) that describe the time-derivatives of physical positions or chemical concentrations in the system as a function of its current state. Unlike Bayesian networks and informationtheoretic approaches, ODEs are deterministic models that describe causal relationships [12] including feedback loops. Terms in the differential equations can correspond to forces such as damping or reactions occurring in the system based on their connectivity. Mathematical models can also be used to predict the behavior of the system in different conditions -such as attracting basins and bifurcations -predictions that are not available in statistical models.
Reverse-engineering ODEs is the task of finding both the correct functional form as well as the parameter constants to fit experimentally collected data. In contrast, many other methods rely on preexisting models to choose a functional form and then use an optimization technique only to fit its parameters [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . However if prior knowledge is limited, it may not be possible to model the system mathematically beyond simple linear models with standard methods [19] . In symbolic regression, both the form and the parameters of the mathematical expression are searched simultaneously in the space of possible algebraic expressions.
Our goal is to algorithmically find an exact mathematical model of some unknown dynamical system. In a system of N state-variables that we observe experimentally, we must identify N (possibly nonlinear) differential equations.
Experimental Data
We can collect data by observing its behavior in time experimentally. We conduct experiments in silico by integrating a known system model from four initial conditions and observing it for ten seconds. These initial conditions are chosen randomly about its stable nodes or limit cycles.
Handling Noise
The results shown here were obtained without noise, but in other work we have experimented with noisy data sources. There are various methods for handling noisy time-series datafrom filtering and smoothing to spline and polynomial fitting. However, system noise is particularly problematic when calculating numerical derivatives. We use a Loess Fitting [20] both to smooth the data and to calculate time-derivatives of potentially noisy experimental data. We have found empirically this allows yields accurate derivative estimates up to approximately 20% noise (signal to noise). Another approach to handling system noise is to model noise sources directly [4] by incorporating random variables into the mathematical model.
Finding Time Derivatives
Our approach to finding the differential equations is to measure error directly on the time derivative of each state numerically. There are many methods for numerical differentiation; we have found locally-weighted polynomial fitting [20] to give the most accurate results. At each data point we fit a locally-weighted polynomial, and approximate the derivate numerically as the derivative of the polynomial.
Our fitness function for differential equations then becomes: evaluated at x i and ∆x/∆t is the numerically estimated derivative calculated from the data. There are two key reasons for measuring error on the derivative values rather than their integrals (the measured timeseries values). First, the derivative is a lower level comparison and more invariant to small perturbations to the exact solution. For example, f'(x)=sin(x)+0.1 may be extremely similar to f'(x)=sin(x), but their integrals diverge linearly. Consequently, the fitness landscape is more rugged.
Secondly, and most importantly, measuring error on derivative values rather than integrating allows us to evaluate the fitness of candidate solutions without inetgrating them. Instead, we can perform point evaluations at arbitrary points within the training data, leading to significantly faster evaluation.
To summarize, we calculate the numerical time-derivative from the data and then use symbolic regression to find a differential equation for each variable individually. We then assemble the final model at the end when we have accurate differential equations for each state-variable.
RESULTS & DISCUSSION
We chose seven two-dimensional dynamical systems that are well studied to demonstrate system identification of various physical and biological models: The glider, bacterial respiration, predator prey, bar magnet, shear flow, van der Pol, and Lotka-Volterra models [21] . These systems exhibit many remarkable dynamics (eg. bi-stability, hysteresis, limit cycles) and are frequently used to understand behavior of other related systems.
For each system, we generate time-series data by integrating the known model over ten seconds, from four different initial conditions. We record 100 data points per integration for a total of 400 data measurements. Initial conditions were chosen randomly near the each system's stable nodes or limit cycles.
We distributed the symbolic regression evolution over 4 computers and eight total logical processors using the island model [22] . Every 100 generations, we reshuffle all solutions across all populations. Table II shows specific settings for the fitness prediction algorithm.
With eight island populations, successful convergence is quite high for these systems. We ran each system once and It is important to note that the algebraic form and parameter values may not exactly match the known model. For example, in the shear flow mode, the algorithm finds a trigonometric transformation of sin 2 +a*cos 2 to a-(1-a)*cos 2 , which is equivalent. Additionally, while the known models use precise parameter constants, such as 0.05, the algorithm usually finds close approximations to these constants, such as 0.4999. We could reduce this by running nonlinear regression on the final model to polish off its parameters. Some amount of inaccuracy in the parameters may however be the result of artifacts in the numerical differentiation.
CONCLUSIONS
We have proposed a new method for building mathematical models of dynamical systems automatically. The modeling process utilizes symbolic regression using fitness prediction to build differential equations from experimental data.
Symbolic regression with coevolved fitness prediction allows the algorithm to find coherent models reliably in multidimensional systems. Fitness predictors specify a small subset of the total training data, effectively focusing regression on a smaller number of features at any given time. In parallel, fitness predictors coevolve to maintain accurate fitness predictions with respect to the cumulative dataset mediate solutions drifting too far away from objective gradient. In this fashion, predictors both reduce computational effort allowing the algorithm to find solutions faster and allowing regression to explore more diverse function-space.
Applying this algorithm to system identification has allowed us to infer a number of nonlinear physical and biological systems directly from data.
